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Dear readers, 

 

The sun is shining, I am a lot less grumpy, in fact I cannot find anything to moan about at the moment but 

doubtless this will change in the next few hours! 

The Flu season is over but there were a lot of heavy chest infections but no crisis with Flu –  

Good News –  

Put this in your diary – BOOK FLU VACC EARLY THIS YEAR. 

 

Soon I will not be here – no not that – I am retiring.  Yippee! 

I know – you all thought that I was much younger! 

My nearest and dearest and I will be spending much more time together.  

Is this a good thing for one’s health?  

We have devised plans to keep ourselves occupied, me in the garage playing motor mechanics and my dearest 

in the garden. Brief but pleasant walks are planned, days out by the sea and the occasional day out with the 

Grandchildren (Not too often though!) 

We will eat well (That will be me cooking then) and healthily (That will be her shopping then) and generally 

we will look after each other as the time passes. 

We will keep regular checks on our blood pressure – mine is spot on at the moment.  

We will always attend our annual health checks with the Nurse. 

We will keep warm and well in the winters to come – common sense.  

Funny that – they say common sense but it does not seem to be that common. 

We will book our Flu jabs early and keep the appointment. (Quite a few missed their appointment!)  

Well that is the general idea, I want to collect my pension for a long, long time. 

I will try not to let things bug me and take things as they come and not worry about what may happen. 

Yes a stress-less life for me………………………      Fat chance but I can dream! 

 

Neston Surgery is getting a new and much younger Practice Manager (Heather Elkin) to take you all forward 

into the unknown.  

The NHS spend vast amounts of money and the personnel are to a very great extent very caring people who put 

up with a lot from a demanding public. We have plans for the future but would like patient in-put as to what 

services you would like improving. This is not extra money but using what we have in the budget so what 

services take priority? There is not enough money in the country to run a health service that covers all needs, 

wishes and dreams – What would you spend the money on for the benefit of Neston Patients?   Let me know, I 

will pass it on. 

 

Yours sincerely…………… 

Not so Grumpy Bob. 

 


